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Abstract With the globalization of markets, to remain competitive, companies require not only new product ideas and superior approaches for responding to customer needs but also improved processes or environments in the workplace. Firms cannot rely on a single worker’s creativity to implement innovation successfully but must encourage collective creativity, which focuses on collaboration and joint success. This study focused on attaining a more profound understanding of creativity theory as developed from the individual to team levels and on the team process of how members contribute by combing relevant inputs by using an optimal method for yielding a creative team response. Following the model of team creativity of Dzindolet and Paulus, we identified crucial team member variables and analyzed the effects of these variables on interactions among cognitive, social, and motivational processes and on the enhancement of team creativity. Task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team vitality were determined to be three team member variables crucial for team creativity. The structural equation modeling (SEM) analyses were also used to show that team vitality mediates the positive relationships among task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team creativity. In study, we also discuss the implications of these results for teaching research and practice.
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1. Introduction

With the globalization of markets, technological changes and production cycles have accelerated rapidly. This environment has heightened business competition worldwide [7]. The work environment requires greater ingenuity and more fresh ideas from workers [10], and firms demand more creativity and innovation from their employees [26]. Consequently, focus has increasingly been placed on creativity and innovation, and corporations increasingly emphasize the need for creativity and innovation in their organizations and processes [17] [31] [35].

The Taiwanese economic system is primarily based on small and medium enterprises [37]. Small and medium enterprises in Taiwan need to have more flexibility and innovation to strengthen their competitiveness. By the historical and cultural background, Taiwan and Japan have maintained friendly economic cooperation. Taiwanese companies learn from Japanese companies a lot of business model, innovative culture and quality management. Therefore, employers emphasize employees’ intangible development of team creativity and creative behaviors in Taiwan [40] [41].

Creativity is a driver for innovation. Amabile and coworkers defined creativity as the production of novel and useful ideas in any domain [2] [30]. Most firms cannot rely on a single worker’s creativity to implement innovation successfully; they must combine the creativity of all of the workers to achieve innovation. Thus, collective creativity that focuses on collaboration and joint success may be preferable [8] [7] [39].

Although scholars have gained much knowledge on how to enhance team, group, and organizational creativity, much knowledge remains to be learned. Gaps persist in the literature, and the need for a more comprehensive understanding regarding how to enhance team, group, and organizational creativity remains. Few studies have examined specific organizations or teams. A clear framework for a theoretical understanding of creativity and the accompanying empirical studies are lacking [1] [29]. Relevant research has focused on organizational settings (e.g., [34]), but studies examining the implications of this research are required [17]. To address the mentioned gaps in team creativity research, this study focused on attaining a more comprehensive understanding of creativity theory as developed from the individual to team levels and on the process of how team members contribute by combing relevant inputs by using an optimal method for yielding a creative team response [4] [29].

Paulus and coworkers have made considerable progress...
in studying the social and cognitive influences of the team creative process but think that many unresolved questions require additional research. Hence, according to social influence approach, this study followed the model of team creativity of Dzindolet and Paulus [17] to identify crucial team member variables and analyze the effects of these variables on interactions among cognitive, social, and motivational processes and on the enhancement of team creativity. Amabile [1] emphasized that creativity does not occur spontaneously or randomly but occurs when the appropriate combinations of knowledge, skills, and motivation enable an individual to create new ideas. Team members’ degree of familiarity with the knowledge and skills related to their task and motivation affect the team’s creativity. Therefore, this study began with an exploration of how the team member variables task proficiency and vitality (reflecting an energetic force), which initiate intrinsic motivation (i.e., psychological forces that stimulate behavior), contribute to team creativity. In addition, the collectivistic values of a team are highly conducive to team creativity [7]. In the social-motivational processes of a team are defined as processes in which team members coordinate the direction, intensity, and persistence of their efforts to achieve their collective goals [11] [36]. When team members consciously adopt the team’s collective values during the social process, team motivation during the motivational process is enhanced. Therefore, the study used the team member variable “collectivistic value orientation” to investigate the relationships among team task proficiency, vitality, and team creativity and, thus, determine whether other crucial team member variables exist and how these variables enhance team creativity by affecting the interactions among cognitive, social, and motivational processes. This study developed a clear conceptual model and logic of how task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and vitality enable creativity at collective levels and addresses the lack of a clear theoretical framework of and empirical studies on team creativity.

2. Theoretical Background and Hypothesis

2.1. Relationship between Team Task Proficiency and Collectivistic Value Orientation

Teams are often assembled to engage in multifaceted and complex endeavors. Thus, team tasks provide a range of knowledge-intensive challenges for team members [4]. Team members must have task-relevant knowledge and skills to generate ideas and solutions to the team’s problems.

Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro defined the team process as “members’ interdependent acts that convert inputs to outcomes through cognitive, verbal, and behavioral activities directed toward organizing task work to achieve collective goals” (as cited in [22]). The manner in which team members organize and execute their tasks affects the team’s collective goals. They can use these knowledge resources related to the team’s collective goals to recombine existing assets and improvise in the moment to enhance outcomes and to construct a more integrated picture of their work situation and more effectively apply their skills [33]. As individuals understand how to recombine this existing knowledge related to the team’s collective goals into new techniques for problem solving, they perceive how their work fits into the larger scheme and, thus, are likely to relate more attentively with others [16]. This study proposed the following Hypothesis 1: Team task proficiency is positively associated with collectivistic value orientation.

2.2. Relationship between Collectivistic Value Orientation and Team Creativity

Creativity at work refers to the creation of novel and useful products, services, ideas, procedures, or processes [1] [22] [36]. Most creative acts occur in a collaborative context [38]. Because of the creative individuals embedded in an organization or group context, many organizations now emphasize performance at the team level [4]. The high level of individualism has a positive influence on the creativity of society [32]. Collectivism is rather important for realization of an idea (innovation, project performance) [32]. The team creativity model of Dzindolet and Paulus posits that team-level inputs, such as team member characteristics, team structure, and team climate, influence team creativity through the intervening mechanisms of social, cognitive, and motivational processes [36].

After the cognitive process, members adopt the team’s view and create a shared understanding, guiding team processes and output more effectively [13] [36]. Teams with members collaborating closely to achieve common goals are more creative than groups without such members [7] [39]. The collectivistic values of a team greatly benefit team creativity and group performance [7]. An emphasis on the team process is critical because there is strong support that team processes are positively associated with innovation [21]. We proposed the following Hypothesis 2: Collectivistic value orientation benefits team creativity.

2.3. Relationship between Team Vitality and Team Creativity

Carmeli and Spreitzer [10] showed that vitality facilitates employee involvement in creative work. When individuals experience vitality in their work, they are likely to have the energy and motivation to engage in innovative work.

Vitality inspires individuals’ recognition, intrinsic motivation, and achievement, causing them to become passionate about their work content and work relationships [10]. Vitality is a type of positive mood [19]. It may indicate a person’s level of intrinsic motivation, which has
been found to be a vital prerequisite for innovative behavior [10]. Thus, we proposed the following **Hypothesis 3**: Team vitality is positively associated with team creativity.

2.4. Relationships among Team Task Proficiency, Collectivistic Value Orientations, Team Vitality, and Team Creativity

According to the team creativity framework of Dzindolet and Paulus [17], group, task, and situational variables interact and affect creative outputs through motivational, cognitive, and social processes. Therefore, task proficiency of task variable to promote creative output must interact with motivational, cognitive, and social processes.

According to this team creativity model, the individual cognitive process associates with the social-motivational process[36]. The social-motivational process involves team members coordinating the direction, intensity, and persistence of their efforts to achieve team energy [11][36]. In this highly motivated situation, team members have a positive feeling of having energy available [14]. Therefore, this study proposed the following **Hypothesis 4**: Collectivistic value orientation mediates the positive relationship between team task proficiency and team vitality.

Team creativity requires team members’ collective efforts toward the generation of creative ideas or products. When team members consciously adopt collective team values during the social process, team motivation is enhanced during the motivational process and becomes pivotal in workplace creativity [1] [36]. High motivation among team members is a prerequisite for collectivistic value orientation to result in high team creativity [7]. Team members must be motivated to apply themselves to the creative task at hand to benefit from the originality-enhancing effects of collectivistic value orientation [7] [6]. In situations requiring high motivation, team members feel the psychological forces and are pushed to perform energized behaviors autonomously (e.g., [25] [26]). Therefore, this study proposed the following **Hypothesis 5**: Team vitality mediates the positive relationship between collectivistic value orientation and team creativity.

3. Methods

3.1. Sample and Data Collection Procedures

In this study, we examined 85 creative marketing task teams consisting of a total of 338 third-year university students and led by professors at science and technology universities in Taiwan. These universities focus on cultivating the professional functions required of talented personnel in the service industries, such as retail and wholesale, franchising, information services, and tourism and leisure. We randomly selected 10 science and technology universities before choosing faculties (i.e., business administration, information management and communication, and tourism and hospitality) within these universities, from which five professors who guided student projects were randomly selected. We discussed the research purposes and design of the students’ creative marketing projects with these professors in advance. Each team was required to devise creative marketing tasks, which included planning a creative marketing task, generating and revising novel and useful ideas for the task, developing new procedures for the task, performing useful methods pertaining to task difficulties, and formulating ideas for overcoming task difficulties, and finalizing the task. Then, we personally distributed questionnaires and explained the research projects to the professors. Before the semester ended and after the creative marketing task was completed, the professors and external collaborating industry supervisors assessed the creativity of each team; we personally retrieved the assessment results to reduce evaluation apprehension among the subjects and avoid social desirability bias [27]. A total of 346 questionnaires from 85 teams were recovered; eight were invalid, yielding 338 valid questionnaires with a valid recovery rate of 34%. The average size of the 85 teams was 5.8 members (SD= 2.4), and the team size ranged from 3 to 5 members. The average response rate for the participating teams was 72.0% (SD=11.7). The domains of the participating teams varied among business administration (BA =78.1%), information management (IM = 83.5%), and communication, tourism, and hospitality (CTH =72.2%).

3.2. Analyses

We performed confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) to investigate the discriminant validity of the factor structures of task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, team vitality, and team creativity. The overall model fit was assessed using the comparative fit index (CFI), the incremental fit index (IFI), and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; [3]). In addition, because we measured four variables at the team level, we conducted an analysis of the level of agreement among team members for each construct. When interrater agreement ($r_{wg}$) was greater than .70, we analyzed the sum of the individual data (Demaree, James, & Wolf, 1993). To test intergroup variability, we compared median $r_{wg}$ scores and intraclass correlation coefficients: ICC [1] and ICC [2]. ICC [1] values near or exceeding .12 indicated a desirable level, and ICC [2] values near or exceeding .60 confirmed the validity of the hierarchical constructs (James et al., 1993).

4. Measurements

To prevent ambiguity and uncertainty in the respondents’
answers, we used a 6-point Likert-type scale for all of our measurements, with 1 representing strongly disagree (or extremely low) and 6 representing strongly agree (or extremely high). We designed two questionnaires, a questionnaire for the professors and collaborating industry supervisors (i.e., external experts) and a questionnaire for the students. All of the students were required to complete team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team vitality scales, and the professors and external experts completed a team creativity scale. Because of the cross-sectional nature of the data, the raw data on the variables were obtained from various sources and several procedures were used to reduce common method variance [27]. First, we collected the independent variable at one point in time and both the mediator and the dependent variables at another point in time with a lag of twelve weeks between Time 1 and Time 2. This reduced the potential bias associated with collecting data at one point in time. Second, because the mediator (team vitality) and the dependent variable (team creativity) were collected at the same point in time, we used a CFA to compare two models: (a) a one-factor model in which all of the observed items of both the mediator variable and the dependent variable were loaded onto one latent variable and (b) a two-factor solution in which all of the observed items of the mediator variable were specified to one latent variable and all of the observed items of the dependent variable were specified to another latent variable.

The results of the one-factor solution yielded the following fit indices: \( \chi^2 = 690 \) with 112 degrees of freedom (df); CFI=.79; IFI=.80; TLI=.72; and RMSEA=.16. The results of the two-factor model showed a more favorable fit with the data, yielding the following fit indices: \( \chi^2 = 272.1 \) with df = 111; CFI=.94; IFI=.94; TLI=.92; and RMSEA=.08. These results suggest that potential biases in this study associated with collecting the data for the mediator and dependent variables from a single source at one point in time were not likely to be severe. In addition, we employed an adapted backward translation procedure for all of the scales, with three scholars subsequently reviewing the translations and revisions to ensure the suitability of the items for our subjects and the content validity of the scales.

4.1. Team Task Proficiency

This study adopted two items revised by Armenakis et al. (2006). The teams’ proficiency in problem solving was scored as a function of “My team successfully solved problems and team-related tasks”. High scores indicated a high level of team task proficiency. We summed and averaged the two items, and Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .86, \ r_{wg(j)} = .84, \ ICC(1) = .118, \ ICC(2) = .64, \ F=127.54, \) and \( p < .005. \)

4.2. Collectivistic Value Orientation

The study adopted two items developed by Bechtoldt et al. (2010). Therefore, to evaluate the adequacy of our collectivistic value orientation, the students were asked to report the extent to which they agreed with the following two items: “I and my team members have tried to achieve the best possible outcome for this team” We summed and averaged the two items; Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .78, \ r_{wg(j)} = .89, \ ICC(1) = .145, \ ICC(2) = .51, \ F= 98.26, \) and \( p < .05. \)

4.3. Team Vitality

This study adopted five items developed and revised by [5] and applied by [10]. High scores indicated a high level of team vitality. The scale included items such as “My team felt active and energetic in achieving our work mission.” We summed and averaged the five items; Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .88, \ r_{wg(j)} = .86, \ ICC(1) = .142, \ ICC(2) = .69, \ F=138.56, \) and \( p < .001. \)

4.4. Team Creativity

This study adopted four items developed by [20] and applied by [12]. We summed the averages of the scores for the four assessment items for each team provided by the team professors and the collaborating industry supervisors to measure team creativity. High scores indicated a high level of team creativity. The scale included items such as “This team used novel and feasible ideas to solve team problems.” Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .87, \ r_{wg(j)} = 0.81, \ ICC(1) = .115, \ ICC(2) = .63, \ F=125.53, \) and \( p < .005. \)

4.5. Background Variables

Teams of university students were the subjects of this study. Such teams differ from the professional teams found in other types of organization. Previous studies have performed team-level analyses, determining that team size and characteristics influence group cohesion [7]. We used a limited design involving the analysis of university characteristics (science and technology universities), student year (third-year students), team size (three to five members per team), team task content (creative marketing planning and implementation), and team grouping (members drew lots to form groups) to address the interactions among the four variables. These variables were the faculties in which the students studied and the gender composition of the teams (all men, all women, or a mix of both).

5. Results

To assess the discriminant validity of the study measures, we conducted a CFA of the items regarding collectivistic value orientation, team task proficiency, and team vitality. The hypothesized three-factor model (Model 0) fit the data well: \( \chi^2 (df= 129) = 339.7, \) CFI = .95, RMSEA = .07. This measurement model was compared with two two-factor
models (Models 1 and 2) in which collectivistic value orientation was merged with either team task proficiency or team vitality into a single factor. As presented in Table 1, the hypothesized three-factor model demonstrated a significantly better fit than did the alternative models (Model 1, $\Delta \chi^2 =23.2$ and $p< .001$; Model 2, $\Delta \chi^2 = 69.7$ and $p< .001$). These results indicated that the three constructs were empirically distinct and that the scales measuring the constructs had sufficient discriminant validity.

Table 1. Results of the Confirmatory Factor Analysis and Chi-Square Difference Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement models</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>$\Delta \chi^2$</th>
<th>P value of $\Delta \chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 0: Hypothesized three-factor model</td>
<td>339.7</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>423.77</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1: Two-factor model (Combining TTP and CVO into a single factor)</td>
<td>362.9</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>440.86</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: Two-factor model (Combining CVO and TV into a single factor)</td>
<td>409.41</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>487.41</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CFI = comparative fit index; AIC= Akaike’s information criterion; AGFI=Adjusted goodness-of-fit index; TLI= Tucker-Lewis index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; TTP = team task proficiency; CVO = collectivistic value orientation; and TV = team vitality.

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations (N=85)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team-level variables</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Team size</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Team type-BA</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.542**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Team type-IM</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>.626**</td>
<td>519**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Team type-CTH</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.538**</td>
<td>463**</td>
<td>725**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Team task proficiency</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>617**</td>
<td>552**</td>
<td>677**</td>
<td>518**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Collectivistic value orientation</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>633**</td>
<td>717**</td>
<td>593**</td>
<td>721**</td>
<td>.899**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Team vitality</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>525**</td>
<td>639**</td>
<td>701**</td>
<td>649**</td>
<td>.661**</td>
<td>.595**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Team creativity</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>603**</td>
<td>548**</td>
<td>545**</td>
<td>537**</td>
<td>.632**</td>
<td>.581**</td>
<td>.776**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05.**p<.01.***p<.001.
The descriptive statistics and correlations among the study variables are shown in Table 2. Collectivistic value orientation was positively correlated with team task proficiency, team vitality, and team creativity. These results are consistent with the relationships proposed in previous sections.

5.1. Comparison of the Hypothesized Model with the Alternative Models

A series of structural equation modeling (SEM) analyses were used to test the hypothesized structural model. Hancock and Nevitt [24] suggested that to obtain robust parameter estimates in the SEM, the subject-to-parameter ratio should exceed 2:1. For this study, a full measurement model constructed using all scale items yielded a ratio of 2.7:1 (85 teams: 31 parameters). Previous studies have shown that using single indicators in SEM analyses, which is a common practice (e.g., [36]) yields results comparable to those obtained using multiple indicators (Bennett, Lawrence, Liang, & Whitelaw, 1990). Consistent with these findings, the results of our study, which were based on single indicators, exhibited patterns identical to those based on multiple indicators.

To assess the hypothesized structural model, we developed a mediation model (Model 0) containing paths from team task proficiency and collectivistic value orientation to team creativity through team vitality. As depicted in Table 3, the proposed mediation model fit the data well in an absolute sense ($\chi^2/df = 10.60$, GFI = .87, AGFI = .88, IFI = .89, RMSEA = .04, Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) = 697.78, $p < .001$). In addition, we specified four alternative full structural models (Models 1 to 4). The hypothesized four-factor model demonstrated a significantly better fit than did any of the alternative models (Model 1, GFI = .79, AGFI = .56, IFI = .76, RMSEA = .29, AIC = 555.53, $\Delta \chi^2 = 118.2$, and $p < .01$; Model 2, GFI = .84, AGFI = .81, IFI = .87, RMSEA = .06, AIC = 595.4, $\Delta \chi^2 = 2.59$, and $p < .01$; Model 3, GFI = .75, AGFI = .63, IFI = .73, RMSEA = .21, AIC = 828.4, $\Delta \chi^2 = 332.7$, and $p < .05$; and Model 4, GFI = .76, AGFI = .65, IFI = .73, RMSEA = .21, AIC = 930.5, $\Delta \chi^2 = 336.7$, and $p < .05$). Model 0 was superior to Model 1, Model 2, Model 3, and Model 4 because it was more parsimonious (i.e., lower AIC) and exhibited a better fit to the data (i.e., higher GFI, AGFI, and IFI). Therefore, Model 0 was the model with the best fit. The path coefficients of Model 0 are presented in Figure 1.
Table 3. Comparison of Alternative Structural Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural models</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/df</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 0 (hypothesized model): TTP/CVO $\rightarrow$ TV $\rightarrow$ TC</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>697.78</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1: Adding direct paths from TTP/CVO to TC</td>
<td>30.44</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>555.53</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: Effect of interaction between CVO and TV to TC</td>
<td>15.57</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>595.49</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3: TV $\rightarrow$ TTP/CVO $\rightarrow$ TC</td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>828.47</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4: TC $\rightarrow$ TV $\rightarrow$ TTP/CVO</td>
<td>15.685</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>930.52</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. GFI = goodness-of-fit index; AGFI = adjusted goodness-of-fit index; IFI = incremental fit index; AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation.
5.2. Tests of the Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1 predicted that team task proficiency is positively related to collectivistic value orientation. SEM analysis was conducted to test the direct effect of team task proficiency and indicated that it had a significant, positive relationship with collectivistic value orientation ($\beta = .64$, $p < .001$); thus, Hypothesis 1 was supported. As shown in Figure 1, collectivistic value orientation had a direct effect on team creativity ($\beta = .90$, $p < .001$), and team vitality had a higher positively effect on team creativity ($\beta = .07$, $p < .001$), lending support to Hypotheses 2 and 3. In mediating effects, first, team task proficiency had a direct effect on collectivistic value orientation ($\beta = .64$, $p < .001$). Collectivistic value orientation had a direct effect on team vitality ($\beta = .48$, $p < .001$), and consequently, the indirect effect of team task proficiency on team vitality through collectivistic value orientation ($\beta = .64 \times .48 = .31$, $p < .001$) was superior to the direct effect of team task proficiency on team vitality ($\beta = .20$, $p < .001$). Therefore, collectivistic value orientation played a significant mediating role. Second, Collectivistic value orientation had direct effects on team vitality ($\beta = .48$, $p < .001$), and team vitality positively affected team creativity ($\beta = .90$, $p < .001$). Thus, the indirect effect of collectivistic value orientation on team creativity through team vitality was a significantly superior effect ($\beta = .48 \times .90 = .43$, $p < .001$) on the relationship between collectivistic value orientation and team creativity than the direct effect ($\beta = .07$, $p < .001$). Third, the proposed mediating effects were validated using the product-of-coefficient approach (Fairchild, Fritz, & MacKinnon, 2007). The statistical significance of the indirect effect of collectivistic value orientation on team vitality and the indirect effect of team vitality on team creativity were assessed using the bootstrapping procedure (Fairchild et al., 2007). As shown in Table 4, team task proficiency exerted a significant indirect effect on team vitality through collectivistic value orientation (point estimate = .194, $p < .05$, confidence interval = .305, 1.593). However, collectivistic value orientation exerted a significant indirect effect on team creativity through team vitality (point estimate = .059, $p < .01$, confidence interval = .705, .824). These results, coupled with the results of the SEM analyses, provide support for Hypotheses 4 and 5.

6. Discussion

The findings of this study provide several crucial discussions for research on team creativity and team processes. First, this study clearly demonstrate that team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team vitality shared in a team contributes to the creativity of the team, supporting previous studies that have asserted that these three variables and team creativity are positively associated. These findings also support the core argument regarding team creativity model of [17].

This study contributed to the discussion of task-relevant knowledge and skills, intrinsic motivation, and sharing ideas to form team value in a team’s motivational, cognitive, and social processes. Our findings contribute to the literature on the vitality and relational mechanisms of team creativity. The findings indicate that task proficiency, value orientation, and vitality have a positive impact not only on individuals’ cognitions, motivations, and social interactions but also on the collective dynamics operating in a team.

Second, this study’s findings provide empirical support for the team creativity model of [17], which models social, cognitive, and motivational processes as a mediating process between team level inputs and team creativity, because the high level of individualism has a positive influence on the creativity of society [32]. Collectivism is rather important for realization of an idea (innovation, project performance) [32]. In this social process, team members make exchanges and engage in social comparison, seeking to collaborate with others to solve the team’s task problem and manage team conflict. The team might establish its own rules, values, and goals. When team members adopt the team’s view and create a shared understanding of the cognitive process, these team values can guide the team process and outcomes directly. Collective team values direct members toward common goals. When members adopt shared goals, the team achieves high performance. These conditions influence members to generate more ideas, improve ideas or realize ideas within the team context. This study also echoes Nonaka and Takeuchi’s findings that collectivism can enhance idea realization [32].

However, the effect of a single factor on team creativity (i.e., the effect of collectivistic value orientation on the social process; the interaction effect of team task proficiency on cognition and team vitality on motivation;
and the effects of collectivistic value orientation on the social process and team vitality on the motivational process) is limited. The occurrence of three simultaneous, interactive team processes can enhance team creativity. Hence, the most representative model is that in which team task proficiency in the cognitive process promotes team vitality, which in turn has a motivation effect through collectivistic value orientation on social interaction and, through the effect of team vitality on the motivational process, enhances team creativity.

Finally, team task proficiency and team collective value can enhance team members’ motivation in the motivational process. According to a comparison of intrinsic motivation and thriving, vitality was selected from among the crucial team member variables, and its effects on team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team creativity in the motivational process were examined. Vitality, being energized and alive at work, resembles intrinsic motivation, the psychological forces that stimulate behavior. Hence, team task proficiency in the cognitive process enhances team vitality in the motivational process through collectivistic value orientation in the social process because the interactive effects of collectivistic value orientation on the social process and team vitality on the motivational process are stronger than the effects of team task proficiency on the cognitive process and team vitality on the motivational process in the interaction. In addition to hypothesizing that vitality benefits team creativity according to the literature review, we determined how team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team vitality interact in the social, cognitive, and motivational processes and how they promote team creativity.

7. Conclusions

This study applied the model of creativity of [17] to identify crucial team member variables and analyze the effects of the variables on interactions among cognitive, social, and motivational processes and on the enhancement of team creativity. The results of this study showed that three crucial team member variable of team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team vitality positively influence team creativity both indirectly and directly. The study examined the mediating effect of team vitality on the relationship between collectivistic value orientation and team creativity and the mediating effect of collectivistic value orientation on the relationship between team task proficiency and team vitality. The results indicated that team task proficiency affected team vitality more through collectivistic value orientation and that team task proficiency and collectivistic value orientation affected team creativity more through team vitality. This outcome supports the study’s argument that team vitality is a trigger of team creativity. In addition to demonstrating the value of team vitality, the study clarified how team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team vitality interact, contributing to creativity in the team process.

On the basis of the model of creativity of [17], this study clarified key team member variables that interact with cognitive, social, and motivational processes to enhance team creativity. This study’s empirical results demonstrated a clear theoretical framework of the interactions among team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, team vitality, and team creativity, contributing new insights into team-level creative synergy and strategies for developing team creativity. The study provides a deeper understanding of creativity theory, because the analysis progressed from the individual to team levels, and of the team process in which team members contribute, combining relevant inputs, team task proficiency, collectivistic value orientation, and team vitality in an optimal fashion to yield team creativity. These results and theoretical framework will enrich future studies of team creativity and the team process.

The results showed that team vitality has as stronger effect on team creativity than other factors do. Team leaders or managers must incite passion among team members and motivate them to invest their efforts in work or team tasks through formal or informal methods. Stimulating team members’ vitality raises their creativity and is beneficial for producing creative ideas that can be implemented as innovative practice.

After having stimulated their team members’ vitality, team leaders and managers must still discuss, communicate, and coordinate with the team members regarding the values that embody their team because the study results indicate that collectivistic value orientation has a positive effect on team vitality. When the team members recognize and embody their team’s values, team coherence that incites vitality in the team members is instilled. In turn, team vitality enhances team creativity. Therefore, team leaders and managers should invest more resources in developing team consciousness, cohesion, and collaboration to increase collectivistic value orientation. However, team task proficiency affected team vitality through collectivistic value orientation; team leaders and managers should not overemphasize improving team members’ ability and expertise in team problem solving. A more effective approach for achieving superior performance in creativity and innovation might be to shift the attention from team task proficiency and rearrange or allocate more resources to improving collectivistic value orientation.

This study had certain limitations that can be used as a reference in designing future studies. First, the research subjects were members of project production teams in the undergraduate departments of science and technology universities that specialize in technical and vocational education services. The purpose of this study was to gain an empirical understanding of the creative performance of university students in the technical and vocational education system. Thus, future studies can address other emerging and traditional industries, such as the digital convergence,
variables related to the teaching profession, external or creativity during various learning phases could be changes in the mentality of students regarding team and experimental research. Performance variations and could adopt a control design involving longitudinal studies we relied on questionnaires from a limited timeframe. Investigated to understand the inner thoughts of the students comprehensiveness of the team creativity framework. Third, time pressure or creative task features), to improve the cognitive-social-motivational process variables, such as school and business environmental context variables, variables related to the teaching profession, external or internal motivational variables, and control variables (e.g., time pressure or creative task features), to improve the comprehensiveness of the team creativity framework. Third, we relied on questionnaires from a limited timeframe. Although we integrated the self-assessments from the student team members with assessments from observers to prevent common method variance, we did not implement a qualitative or longitudinal research design. Future studies could adopt a control design involving longitudinal studies and experimental research. Performance variations and changes in the mentality of students regarding team creativity during various learning phases could be investigated to understand the inner thoughts of the students toward the modes of operation used in collective collaboration and creation.
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